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В.И.Авраменко, Р.М.Ашерова, С.А.Зайцев,
Ю.Ф.Смирнов» Г.Ф.Филиппов

Феноменологический гамильтониан модели Зр (2, R ) для
тяжелых несферических ядер

На основе симплектической коллективной модели, использулцей
микроскопические базисные функции неприводимого представле-
ния группы 30(3) рассчитан энергетический спектр коллективно-
го возбуждения ядра

 1 6 4
 Вг , а также рассчитаны абсолютные

и относительные значения вероятностей Е2 переходов между кол-
лективными возбуждениями. Индексы зи(3) симметрини согласова-
ны с правилами заполнения нильссоновских орбиталей.

V.I.Avramanko, R.M.Asharova, G.P.niippov,

Yu.F.Smirnov, S.A.Zaytsev

Fhenoaenological Hamiltonian of Sp(2,R) Model for

Heavy Deformed luolei

In the frame of the eynpleotio collective model, operating

with the fflioroeooploml wave functions with the definite

30(3) symmetry, the spectrum of energy levels in
 1 4

Br nuc-

leus is calculated. Also the absolute and relative values of

B(B2) for transitions between collective states are obtained.

The charaoterlstios of 30(3) symmetry are chosen in corres-

pondence with prescriptions of Hielsson model.
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DURODUCTIOH

A collective simpleotic nodal (GSM) has recently been de-

veloped within the microscopic theory of nuclear collective ex-

oitatione (e.g. see lij and papers cited therein) representing

none other than the algebraio version of a generalised hyper-

spherical functions method (OHM) (see, for example Г2] )*K In

publications, as a rule, the CSH minimal approximation or OHM

ie used. It means that the calculations are performed within

the framework of a single irreducible representation (IR) Q ,

Ш " [$'»КЫ »
 ojf S

P<
6
»

R
) orO(A-i) groups. How two ver-

sions of the model are elaborated - microscopic and phenoaeno-

logioal ones. In the first version the calculation is fulfilled

by diagonaliBing the microscopic nuolear Hamiltonian in a ba-

sis of the IR У"

including a definite nuoleon-nuoleon interaction Vy . in the

second version an effective Eamiltonlan (BH) is used oonstruo-

ted from collective quadrupole operators Qu by analogy with

a Bohr-Mottelson Hamiltonian or a Frankfurt model [3]* the mic-

roscopic calculations prove to be rather complicated and are

currently made only for light nuclei ( fl < 44 [4]). As for

heavy nuclei we have shown in ref.[1], that CSM is compatible

with Hielseon
1
 в model and can be useful for the description of

deformed nuolei properties* However, in this paper we restrict

ourselves only by the BH calculations sinee the microscopio

oolleotive Bamiltonian construction for heavy nuolei is suffloi-

ently complieated. Nevertheless, in ref. [5] the way for prac-

tical microscopic calculation is outlined. The problem of effec-

tive Hamiltonians is discussed in ref. [6]too. Phenomenology

based on BH of CSH seems to be as useful as a phenomenolo«i-

cal model of interacting bosons (1Ш). That is why the present

*
;
This model has arisen as an attempt to represent the competi-
tion of vortex motion and quadrupole deformation of the nucle-

us.
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paper deala with certain problems of EH of CSM construction and

their applications. In Sect.2 the EH properties are investiga-

ted in the Elliott 9U(3) scheme, whioh ia the simplest approxi-

mation to CSM. The resulting EH is used to analyse the collec-

tive states in
 16
^Er nucleus. In Sect.3 the explicit formulae

is obtained for the EH matrix in the Sp(2,R) model [7]. On the

basis of these results in Sect.4 the dispersion of the nuclear

deformation parameter ie discussed.

2. EFFECTIVE HAMILTOHIAN IB THE SU(3)

SCHEME

The basis of infinite dimensional IR ^ of the 3p(6,R)

group is formed by the A nucleon wave functions

> , (1)

where the total number of osoillator quanta H=N
min
,H

min
+2,•••

^min ~ *
B
 *

n e m
^

n i m u m
 number of quanta for the nucleus A

allowed by the Paul! principle), ( Л M ) - the IR symbol

of the SU(3) group compatible with the given H and j- .It

is essential that the total basis of IB tf*
1
 (where [f] - U ^ g f ^ ,

f.. >• tn >. *з» ^i
+
^2

+
*3"^min* *i

 ftre
 ^"^б

1
^- non-negative

numbers) is induced by a single lowest SU(3)-multiplet ( hope ),

ho - *ч~*2' /•••
 f
2"

f
3

 i n c l u d i n
e tbe states with M-N

min
.Ge-

nerally speaking, the nucleus Hamiltonian (microscopic or phe-

nomenological one) should be diagonalized in a fairly wide ba-

sis of states (1) (a typical calculation includes the states

to H-N
m i n
 ~ 50 , see e.g. Г5З ) and thus taking into account

an admixture of a great number of higher states to the loweet

SU(3)-multiplet ( ho f>o ).

However, very many authors [8-10] have already observed

that the reasonable description of heavy nuclei collective exci-

tations can be obtained employing just a single lowest SU(3)

-multiplet ( >• Uo ). This approximation corresponds to the

application of the Elliott SU(3) scheme [11] to heavy nuclei

and represents an oversimplified version of CSM when an admix-

ture of the H> N
 i n
 states is neglected. The restriction by

a space £( AojUo ) of a single IR ( До/до ) of the SU(3) group

corresponds to the transition from the nuclear Hamiltonian H to
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the effective I'imiltonian (EH)s

fief f = Pih/'j И Pihjio) ,

where p ( A
fi
iio) is a projection operator onto the ^ ( folio )

spaoe. Evidently EH can be expanded in power series construc-

ted from the SU(3) group generators. As in ref.[10] it was sbpwn

fief/
 f
 may be represented in the power series form including

only Li powers ( L -operators are momentum projections onto

internal coordinate axes of the nucleus i»1,2,3) H
C
ff contains

only certain scalar combinations of the second, third and fourth

order with respect to L. . The lower terms of this expansion

(second order terms) form a rigid non-axial rotator Hamiltonian

and the subsequent items describe corrections connected with

the non-rigidity of this rotator. As it was noted in ['10] the

EH parameters (i.e. the momenta of inertia of a top etc.) can

mainly be obtained from the initial microscopic Hamiltonian Й ,

but EH can also be used in the form of a phenomenological ope-

rator construction whose parameters are determined by fitting the

experimental spectra of collective nuclear levels. This line of

investigations was developed in refa.[8-10].Here we establish

the relations between EH's suggested in ref.[97 and СЮ] (at the

first sight they are absolutely dissimilar) and demonstrate their

equivalence. The procedure of the Ш matrix calculation is des-

oribed In detail, for it was not mentioned in [91. Finally a

repeated analysis of
 1 4

Er nucleus lower collective states are

carried out by using a real SU(3) scheme Instead of a peeudo

SU(3) scheme as in [9]. In this connection the explioit form

of the 3U(3) group IR( hp* ) is ohosen by using the microscopic

approach suggested in ref.11]. Thus, the applicability of this

microscopic approach to heavy nuclei can be verified. We deve-

lop also the alternative (relative to ref. [Ю) ) technique of

EH derivation within the 3U(3) scheme whioh ie more dose to

initial Blliott's studies 111]. Hote, that in [10J the coherent

state teohnlque ie employed as well as the transition to genera-

lised Bargmann's spaoe. It should be noted that in ref.18}another

calculation procedure is developed which allows one to find the

matrix of the maae quadrupole momentum in the frame of the Bar-

gmann-Moshinsky's 3U(3) basis.
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Bffeotive nuclear Hamiltonian in the SU(3) scheme can be

constructed as a polynomial by the powers of operators:

L* , П «(L x L) Q and Qi>-( [Lxtj]
 ( 1
? tQ*L]

( i )
),

and in the general case it can be written in the form

-I C
n
, « . (2)

as far as in [12] it was shown that the arbitrary operator ac-

ting in the SU(2) group IR ( ̂ri ) space and being scalar relative

to the S0(3) subgroup can be given in the form of (2). Following

refe. [8-Ю7 we shall take only the first terms of the sum (2):

H » AL
2
 + B Q + cGo (3)

where as an alternative to O<o another operator was introduced

The application of Bargnann-Moahinsky operator Q. to the

vector |LMK> gives (the values of fixed quantum numbers к ,

^ ^ *
 e t 0 < агв

(4)

( <Ц is the highest vector of IR ( bfi ), and Fj^ ia a pro-

jector to the state with quantum numbers L,K,M). The operator

D. is a 30(3) eoalar and permutable with the projection ope-

incorporating the 30(3) group elements - i.e. finite rotations

R.( «t. fe , J ) at Buler'8 angles d. , Ь

Express quadrupole operatora
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appearing in Q. in terms of the SU(3) group generators.

As to Qij operators with i*j» aooording to (5) either of

АЦ generators can be substituted by }i . As a result, the

r.h.a.of expression (4) can be reduced to the form

«her*

£ + Wo+3) l Ь(Ы-О-Э L\l+
(8)

Her* as usual L «1^ + ILy . Applying the property of projection

operators (2]

the right aide ratio (7) can be rewritten as follows

where matrix elements (HE) <L LKM O
e
ff \LK> are попта-

nlshing only at K*«K * 0.2 . They are

ff \ u o * - ^ m . v ) t l -
ь
 ' (10)

•ote that the same result may be obtained with the symmetrio
top wave-funotion

being affected by the jQ eff operator where angular momentum

operators of the A -parti ole system Ь^.Ь-, L inoluded in

(8) are substituted by the projections Lj, Lg, X, of the top

angular momentum onto main axes of Inertia. In this case Instead
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of (9) we have an equality:

with the same matrix elements (10).

Thus, we see that the consideration of many-particle ope-

rator Q properties in the Elliott basis of the SU(3) grouplLMK)

1R( Лс̂ о ) can be substituted by the investigation of the jQ. eff

operator in the space of the symmetric top wave funotions.

The similar operations for the Q. operator result in the

expression:

Q

L - l i t
 ( 1 1 )

• у 1 1 + у i ** i L i L i t i I *т* ***JL \ " * О I" ̂ *J*-^f\f*^""*^*3fi *

Also this operator can be substituted by the effective operator

Cl eff, acting in the symmetric top wave functions space.Its

matrix has a tridiagonal form, whose elements can be easily fo-

und by the formulae of the quantum angular momentum theory.

For the general case (2) the EH Hgff can be constructed

in a similar way. It represents a mapping of nuclear Hamiltonian

Идо onto the symmetric top wave function space. From the stand-

point of a group theory this procedure of the substitution of

the SU(3) effective Hamiltonian (2) by poser series of angular

momentum operators represents the mapping of the universal en-

veloping of SU(3) algebra onto the enveloping algebra of the

rigid top dynamic group T,-xS0(3) \13l- The last one is the

contraction of the SU(3) group. In its sense this mapping is

similar to the Dyson boson realisation of representations of

some Lie У group on the enveloping algebra of the Heiaenberg-

Weyl Wn group \.14
t
15l . The role of the У group in this

case is played by the SU(3) group and instead of boson genera-

tors b^, b
i
 of the \W» group (i«1,2,...,) the dynamical

Icx30(3) group ones are used. The resulting realization of 3U(3)

group in terms of the angular momentum operators can be called
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the "roton" r e a l i z a t i o n . This realization actually has a great
deal in common with Dyson's boson realization. First, each.
IR( hjio ) of the SU(3) group i s finite-dimensional, the |1Ж>
basis i s out off both by L ( L^ ^o+^o ), and К ( К a Wo ,
^„-2,..., - yio ) . In addition the |LUK> basis has a symmetry

HI] :

|ШС> - (-1) ' 0 + / ' + 1 |ШК>

Besides at L>min( taiio ) the |ШК> vectors with the same L , M

and various К are linearly dependent
u
 That is why the •£(lcUo)

apace is mapped only to a certain part of the symmetric top

states space (so called physical eubspace defy ). In c£ ,

there is also a non-paysical subspaoe, and when calculating the

conditions at which the results will contain no contributions

f r o m ^nouphye. m u e t b e P r o v i d e d f o r-

Then note that the Q- is hermitian operator and its "roton"

image Q e f f is nonhermitian • with respect to standard conjuga-

tion rule

Hence EH of the general type of the "roton" representation oan

also be nonhermitian (as in Dyson's boson representation). Ho-

wever, this is not a matter of basio difficulties as far as it

can be proved that the eigenvalues spectrum of the EH(3) matrix

has the following properties:

1) All eigenvalues of EH(3) are real.

2) The EH matrix can be diagonalized in the "roton" represen-

tation in the frame of the total set of ̂ цвд states with fi-

xed L and M . In this oaet the speotrum of eigenvalues obtained

must contain all eigenvalues of the initial BH(3) as well aa

a number of superfluous eigenvalues to which vanishing eigen-

vectors in the 5t( hojio ) space will correspond. If the super-

fluous eigenvector having the form

*»L
in the "roton" representation the corresponding vector

11
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from the 5L ( AoUo) space has a vanishing norm:

<ra | m)
g
 - g cjo*, < шк f LMK« > -o •

This property allows one to select only those eigenvectors

of ftgff matrix in the "roton" representation which correspond

to the aotual physical states. The selection of the latter is

facilitated by the conditions that it is possible to omit those

eigenvectors which contain the ) UIK) components with Ul > Wo

In addition to this only those vectors should be remained which

belong to a definite IR of the nonaxial top symmetry group Dp,

vis. if both А. о and u
0
 are even it corresponds to the symmetry

V
A

e
- even, Ш-odd - symmetry B% ;

A
o
- odd* fio-even - symmetry B| ;

Ao- odd, A,-odd - symmetry B^ .

Here identification is in accordance with the type of L and К

combinations acceptable at given ^ , Un and in the corresponding

D
2
 group IR. Thus the calculations can be essentially redu-

ced by mapping of the (ШК> vector directly onto a combination

of ^. ( ul JVJJ, j Ц/
т м к
) top wave-funotlona which belongs to

the corresponding Ш of D
g
 group.

We have carried out a calculation of the *Sr nucleus col-

lective states spectrum with Hamiltonian (3). The reduced pro-

babilities S{&2) of Ц -transitions between these states are

evaluated also by using the formulae given in ref.[1]. The fit-

ting of the theoretical spectrum to the experimental energies

of levels belonging to round ( L i 22) and )f- (Li14) rota-

tional band by the x
2
 -method gives the following values for

the BH(3) parameters:

A - - ee,3O3j В - 1,123 ; С - 0,0164 . (12)

The identifioation ( N»jUo).(iie,10) was taken for the lowest

SU(3) multiplet in accordance with procedure of ref.UT*

These parameters agree with the rotator with «Mil nonaxia-

lity and ineigaifioant (at low t ) third- and fourth-order non-

rigid oorreotions.

Small nonaxiality of the nucleus ie conf ire»d by weak mi-

xing of the states with different К (вее table 2). fable 2 ehowa
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that In the wave-functions of most states only one of the Ш К

components prevails (strictly speaking, the squared coefficients

at \ Ш К > cannot be considered as the probabilities of these

states admixtures because of the nonort hogonal it у of |IMK> -sta-

tes).

Table 3 contains a summary of B(E2) values for the transi-

tions between the levels concerned. It is evident that the

SU(3) scheme gives a fair description of both the position of

levels for the ground- and \ -bands in this nucleus and their

electromagnetic properties. The similar result for the Er nuc-

leus has already been obtained in ref.[91, where the values

( hjlt, )n(2B,8) were used on the basis of the pseudo SU(3) scheme.

By contrast the ( Aôio )«(118,1O) values selected by us correspond

to the real SU(3) scheme [1,16] which is applicable to arbitrary

nuclei, in principle, whereas the pseudo SU(3) scheme can be for-

mulated only for certain regions of the Periodic System.

Table 1 shows the oaloulated positions of energy levelo of

rotational bands with higher values of Ke4
+
,6

+
,8

+
 as well. Unfor-

tunately, these rotational bands have not been observed experi-

mentally up to now. The subsequent verification of the model is

feasible with more detailed data on such states being obtained.

Note that the quadrupole eleotrio transition probabilities

were expressed in terms of matrix elements of the real quadrupole

tranaitlon operator whereas in ref. 191the effeotive quadrupole

operator was ueed and the absolute values of Б(Б2) were not cal-

culated.

The comparison of the results of our oaloulation with those

of ref Л91 reveal» that at both values of ( A«/><> ) the quality

oi theoretical level fitting to the experimental spectrum appears

to be approximately identical, i.e. the difference in the chosen

( *o)U ) values can Ъе ooapanaated by suiting the different pa-

rameter* A.B.C in Hi. Shia point can be verified by the rewri-

ting of SH(2) in the forai

(13)
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Here the second term specifies non-sphericity of the top,and

the third one specifies the extent of its non-axiality. The

first two items are diagonal by К , and the third one иакез по

contribution to the EH diagonal elements and totally determines

its non-diagonal element values. For parameters U , V and W

EH(13) there are the following expressions

V -

In the oase of the values ( Ъ«аа )=(113,Ю) and parameters

A,B,C(12) we have

U « 74,186 keV, V » 59,525 keV, K/f - 6,322 keV,

which confirm with the small non-axiality of the rotator. In

the case of the paeudo SU(3) scheme with ( M°)o(28,8) [9] we

have

U » 78,733 keV , V
 a
 64,857 keV , W e - 1,402 keV.

Thus the principal parameters U and V defining the basic

features of the rotational spectrum structure are identical for

both versions of ( A»Mc ).

It means that the difference in the choice of ( A>/'< ) can

actually be compensated by using the different parameters A,B,C

in EH.

The similar results с a obtained in the case when EH is

written in the form [10]:

Heff - aL* «-bLj *cL\ -оИ-.UU *\l\l\ <
1
*>

and coefficients a,b,o,d,f will be used as fitting parameters.

Thus, the -orm of low energy level spectrum is not too cri-

tical to the choice of ( АоДо ) if L *Ло , К
 г
^ « . For

great angular momentum levels of К ~JUo values the predic-

tions of models with different ( ^,^
0
 ) will exhibit the essen-

tial difference.For example at different Ji
o
 the number of col-

lective bands covered by the model will vary.
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The eleotromagnetio transitions B(E2) probability and the

electric quadrupole moment Q values are more aenaitive to

tue ( hejic ). Within the paeudo SU(3) scheme one cannot describe

absolute values of B(E2) and Q without introducing the ef-

fective charges. Meanwhile, in our approach the calculation of

E2 -transition probabilities is carried out with microscopic

wave functions by the formulae of ref«[1] and hence a real elec-

tric quadrupole momentum operator without some additional fac-

tors is used. Table 3 and figure 2 show that relative values

of B(B2) for observed intra- and - interband transitions are rep-

roduced fairly satisfactory in our approach. The values ?oS ne-

cessary for B(E2) calculation are selected from the fitting of

the calculated mean square radius <tS to experimental one.

Note that the Alaga values for transitions inside the

ground- and \ -bands are fulfilled with high accuracy. There-

fore, the **Sr nucleus is noticeably deformed, the adiabatic

approximation is valid for it and the inner quadrupole momentum

can oe extracted from the B(B2) values. For all the states with

^ 6e.barn .

The experimental data correspond to Q i n - 6,3 e.barn [20].

This result as well as the fact that the theoretioal absolute

values of B(E2) are underestimated by a factor of 1,2 , show

that within the SU(3) scheme the total nucleus deformation is

undereetimated. However, the results obtained can be easily im-

proved passing from the SU(3) model to the Sp(2,R) model (in

its version corresponding to the projected anisotropic oscilla-

tor model described in refe.113,13. Passing from SU(3) scheme

Slliott functions (based on the ieotropic harmonic oscillator

states) to the projected wave function of the anisotropic osci-

llator with the deformation t - ln( UT?/ u7jt,y ) - 0.1 , we

obtain the results given in the last column of the Table 3 «

These results demonstrate that the addition of rather moderate

deformation of the average field can considerably improve the

agreement between the theory and experiment for absolute B(E2)

values. Thus the full quantitative description of the spectrum

of nuclear levels and their electromagnetic properties requires
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belug beyond the 3U(3) suheme and paasing to C3M 3p(2,R). In

its turn it results in the necessity of ЁН construct ion for the

3p(2,R) model.

3. EFFECTIVE HAMILTOHIAN MATRIX Uf

8p(2,R) MODEL

The problem of constructing a total EH for the Sp(2,R) model

is unsolved nowadays. EH'в of the following type are usually used

in CSM [12]i

H - H
o
+ A(QQ)+B(QQQ)+C(QQ)-(QQ). (15)

In a 3p(2,H) version of this model the diagonalitation of

such EH is oarried out within a basis [16] :

1.2... (16)

where "Z+. = Zjbi»fcii ( bit is an oepillation quantum

oreation operator along the 1 oomponent of the i Ja-

ooby coordinate). In [16] the procedure of oaloulating matrix

elements of operator (QQ)i(QQQ) was developed. It oan be easily

generalized on the operator

a - (QQMQQ) -

(the notations are identical to those in [1,16]), the nonvani-

shing element of this operator in nonorthonormalised baaie (16)

oan be written in the form

(17a)

(17b)
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-2E«» *

( 1 7 о )

1b
(17d)
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(17*)
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In formulae (17a)-(17e) fllh.K'LiO = ft^
a well-known Elliott overlap Integral in SU(3) scheme. For its
oaloulation there are both an analytical expression [2,11] and
a oomputer oode. In this oase the following recurrent relation
is useful

(18)

As for matrix elements £n-l\£t/t> , they can be
easily found from г, n + L*C i n > by substituting of n - n-i

and permutation of к and к
1
 . Henoe, an explicit expression

for the matrix of the last term in expression (15) for EH is ob-

tained here which allows one to execute oonorete calculations

in 3p(2,H) -model for arbitrary IR D^
J
 . These calculations are

scheduled to be mode in the nearest future in order to compare

the C3M and 1 Ш description of collective excitations in heavy

nuclei. Below the results of this section are used to estimate

the dispersion of effective quadrupole deformation parameter

B
e
ff in the frame of translatlonally invariant shell model

(TISM).

4. PLUCTUATI0H3 OF THE EFFECTIVE NUCLEAR

DEFORMATION PARAMETER /Jeff

Refs. [2,141 suggested characterizing a nucleus shape in

the states desoribed by a certain microscopic wave-function

by using the quantities

j eff =

Ref. [2] deals witb. \t - etuey of beff and Jeff in the states

described by the shell sodel wave-funotions. Then in [16,18)
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the nuclear deformation parameters behaviour was analyzed in
the projected anieotroplo oeolllator model*

It is of interest to consider the problem of the shape pa-
rameter fluctuation in heavy nuclei» which can be solved by cal-
culating the /Jeff dispersion according to the formula

** -

The first step in this direction «as taken in ref. [19] proposing
a generating function method for the oaloulation of the expeo-
t«d values of operators (QQ)P , (QQQ)4 . In particular for magic
nuclei with If] - [f,f,f 1 the following value was obtained in
the frame of TISM

< 2 0 )

From (20} it follows that fluctuation

&£* _ г_ Е»-У*
 и

 a. at fl -• <**

and remains the ultimate one in heavy nuclei, and for magio nuc-

lei its value is similar to that for a liquid drop model. Formu-

la (17e) enables us to extend this result to non-magic nuc-

lei. Within IISH (n-0, the total quanta number is >"N
mln
> for

}eff we have

kSy «Qj
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At ( hojlo Ь(0,0) this result goes into (20) 00 the first term

in (21) can be called a liquid (or non-vortex) contribution. It

is due to zero point oscillations of the nuoleue along the deg-

rees of freedom corresponding to the giant quadrupole reso-

nance [15].

The second term in (21) makes a vortex contribution connected

with the valence hucleon motion and its coupling with the zero-

point monopole and quadrupole vibrations. Table 4 shows the first

term in (21) to make an important contribution to the Дб* dis-

persion in all light and heavy nuclei close to magic ones, thus

resulting in rather essential shape fluctuations of the && •

In heavy nuclei belonging to the middle of the she l l we have
m 0.1 jj-eff . 3o for the 1 < i 4Br nucleus

дЬ* = 0.081 feleff ,

i.e. the shape of these nuclei (the shape of their inertia ellip-

soid) becomes more stable and shape fluctuations become low.This

tendency will grow when passing fro* the TISM to the projected

anisotropio oscillator model.

APFBHDH

effective Vibration-Rotation Hamiltonian

in the 30(3) Scheme

In section 2 of the work the "roton" realisation of the

30(3) scheme BH has been found in the form of polynomial by the

powers angular momentum operator. However an equivalent vibra-

tion-rotation version of the some BH is possible. Its construc-

tion will be based on lUK> - ijg Ф
а
 . utilised in the first

two papers by Blliott [11]. Operator .Q in this basis acts in

the following way (see [2 ] )

(A.1)
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where the r.h.s. oontains ( j 'm ! i 3 r \ jm) matrix elements
of the angular momentum operator with j »L or Л (quaoi-moment
oharaoterieing the 3U(2) eubgroup IR). I t i s known that the
3U(2) group admits the Schwinger's two-boson realization Av »

- I T •
 A
-"i-> . A.-i(py* - П - ), where

p «^ are the creation and annihilation operators of an

oscillator quantum with definite angular momentum projection -1.

Then the set of states 1MK (k > 0) oan be mapped onto the

aet of states of the rotor + vibrator eystem

with (A.2)

The number |n - n_J ak determines the number of > -phonons in

deformed nuclei. In this vibration-rotation representation the

Q operator has the form

b (А.Э)

It is evident, that the jQ operator spectrum is similar to the

non-rigid nonaiial rotator epeotrum since at L,k i /i
0
, 1)« the

(A.3) operator assumes the shape of a rigid nonaiial rotator

Haailtonian 0 L*
 +
 ftLj * С £

with a+b+o»0, a-b %jjb
o-a Kii,

With the increasing of L some deviations from the rigid rota-
tor spectrum due to rotation-vibration coupling will take place.

An identioal representation can be constructed for the£2'
operator «ad SB (3) on the whole. As a result en expression
equivalent to that from [9.Ю1 will be obtained. It will take

into account the rotation- | -vibration coupling (it is the

single type of quadrupole vibrations present in the SU(3) scheme
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s i n c e i n each mul t ip le t ( Xô o ) there iB only one s t a t e with
L»0), as wel l as anhannonicity of these v ibrat ions .
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TASLB 1* Spectrum ot leve ls of nucleus 1 б 4 Ег (keV).
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TABLE 2.Wave functions structure of some levels of *Er

( c£ expansion coefficients ljfs» JT c£ i IMKJ> вхе quoted).
W

exper.

91
300

614
860

1058

1359

theor.

87

285

579
803

1015
1363
3151
3476

7045

X
2

4
6
2

4
6

4
6
6

0

-0.9996

-0.9944
0.9762
0.2796-1

-0.1066
-0.2182

-0.3755-3
0.2520-2

-0.4985-5

2

-0.2779-1
-0.106

0.2169
-0.9996

0.9942
0.9750
0.1386-1

-0.4309-1

0.1917-3

4

-0.1078-2
0.6787-2

0.1358-1
0.4186-1

-0.9999
0.999

-0.1188-1

6

0.4324-4

0.3035-3

0.1153-1
0.9999

TABLE 3.Values of reduced probabilities of E2-transitions

B(E2j L-*L-2)(e
2
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 ) for nuoleus
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-
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8
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0.038
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1.259
1.402
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1.5*0.7
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Sp(2,R)
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1 .

1 .

1 .

1 .

1 .

1 .

1 .

1 .
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0.1

174
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789
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891
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970
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